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Tennix Whitepaper

What is Tennix?

Tennix is a social sports network leveraging blockchain technology, 
incorporating FitFi and SocialFi components. Tennix aims to modernize 
traditional racquet sports by providing an ecosystem connecting all of the 
racquet sports participants to include players, coaches, and facilities on a 
unified platform.

Tennix uses sports as a catalyst to unite people. Through their shared love 
of racquet sports, we enable people to join together in a social context to 
improve their playing and networking experiences. 

The advantages of leading an active and sociable life have significant positive 
effects on our well-being, and engaging in regular physical activity is one of 
the most crucial tools for leading an active, healthy lifestyle. This is why Tennix 
empowers users to build social and professional connections, encouraging 
self-improvement through sports and fitness endeavors while offering limitless 
opportunities to earn rewards.

With Tennix, regular participation in social racquet sports will benefit our 
community not only physically and mentally but also financially. Tennix 
introduces the ‘Play-to-Earn’, ‘Coach-to-Earn’, and ‘Organize-to-Earn’ 
opportunities for players and coaches, respectively, and rewards the 
community for playing the sports they love.

What Tennix offers:
Connect - Connect with other members of the Tennix community around the 
world. Make new connections wherever you are globally.

Play - Match with the perfect playing partners and participate in racquet 
sports socially or competitively. 

Earn - Earn TENX tokens through various activities on the Tennix platform with 
our ‘Play-to-Earn’, ‘Coach-to-Earn’ and ‘Organize-to-Earn’ features. 

Spend - Spend your earned tokens on a range of products and experiences 
in Tennix Marketplace.

Overview 
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Mission & vision 
Overview

The Tennix mission 
Our mission is to connect people who share passions and interests, while 
rewarding them for living an active, heathy,  and social lifestyle.

The Tennix vision 
Our vision is to bring traditional racket sports into the new digital era by 
creating a social networking platform, connecting players, coaches, and 
facilities around the globe. 
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Social sports platforms

The term “social” has a new meaning in today’s world. Due to the 
development of communication technologies, relationships between people 
are now possible regardless of their geographic location. What originally 
started as apps designed to share intimate moments with friends has evolved 
into a new method of making meaningful social connections.
 
Currently, a little under 4.7 billion people, or 58.4% of the world’s population, 
use social media. In the past year, 424 million new people have joined the 
online community, and a daily average of 2 hours and 27 minutes is spent on 
such platforms.

Social media connections, however, cannot be considered truly “social” 
because they lack an emotional connection, reduce face-to-face interaction 
and create diversions. This is why health and fitness apps have become widely 
adopted across the globe. 

Market overview

1,482

Number of Social Media Users Over Time ( In Millions)

1,720 1,857
2,078

2,307
2,789

3,196
3,461

3,709

4,199

4,623

+16.0% +7.9% +11.9% +11.0% +20.9% +14.6% +8.3% +7.2% +13.2% +10.1%

Note: 2021 data is through 31/10/21
Source: Apptopia
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Social sports platforms
Market overview

Social sports platforms are expanding, which suggests that individuals 
are seeking new methods to keep active and healthy in a social context. 
These platforms have shown a sharp increase in user acceptance due to 
their numerous advantages. They share many similar features to traditional 
social media platforms, yet they also promote an active, healthy lifestyle by 
encouraging users to participate in their favorite sports or physical activities.

The size of the worldwide fitness app market was estimated at USD 1.1 billion 
in 2021, and it is anticipated to increase at a CAGR of 17.6% from 2022 to 2030. 
The COVID-19 lockdown served as a stimulus for the emergence of these 
apps, with some already existing platforms growing in popularity while many 
new ones have since launched.

Fitness app downloads have climbed by 46% globally, and market growth 
is anticipated as smart wearables, smart devices, and smartphones become 
more widely used. In addition, due to the rising use of fitness apps during the 
pandemic, there was a 48.0% rise in the revenue earned by these platforms in 
2020 over 2019, with these figures continuing to grow.

0.20 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

Other various sporting social app downloads in 2021 ( In Billions)

MyFitness Pal 

Strava

Home workout (Leap Fitness)

Nike Run Club

Six pack  30 days 

Fitbit

Alltrails

Adids runtastic 

Muscle booster

Sweatcoin

Nike training club

Note: 2021 data is through 31/10/21
Source: Apptopia
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Why racquet sports?
Market overview

Racquet sports are amongst the most popular sporting activities worldwide 
and have seen huge numbers of participants in both competitive and casual 
play. 

There are 672,000,000 registered players across the globe currently 
participating in one of the top five most popular racquet sports.

Table tennis 330 million 
Badminton 200 million 
Tennis 87 million 
Padel 35 million  
Squash 20 million 

Table Tennis  
With an estimated 330 million players globally, table tennis is one of the 
few sports in which everyone has played in some capacity. The research 
and development team at the ITTF (International Table Tennis Federation) 
concluded that most players like competing in a social setting after following 
this line of thought. 107 nations make up the ITTF’s membership, which spans 
all six continents. 

Badminton 
The number of badminton players globally is approximately 200 million, 
spread across 197 member countries. There are numerous programs by the 
BWF (Badminton World Federation) to advance and expand the sport. BWF 
introduced AirBadminton, an outside variation of the game that does not 
require special infrastructure, to increase the game’s popularity further. 

Tennis
Tennis participation has increased since 2018. There are currently 87 million 
tennis players globally, which represents a 4% player increase. With 115,000 
clubs registered globally, the number nearly doubled. Tennis courts increased 
by 28.2% (to 578,000), and the number of coaches increased by 6.9%. 
(149,000). 

Padel  
In 1991, the International Padel Federation was founded. Despite being 
a relatively new racquet sport, there are over 35 million players of Padel 
worldwide. Spain and several Latin American nations, including Mexico, 
Argentina, Ecuador, and Chile, are big fans of Padel, along with the UAE, Italy, 
Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain, Sweden, and Andorra. 

Squash
Squash is often regarded as the precursor of all racquet sports and continues 
to retain all of its leisurely beauty and widespread appeal, with more than 20 
million players worldwide. Nearly 150 countries currently belong to the World 
Squash Federation. Squash underwent a tremendous transformation during 
the last few decades. All international multi-sport competitions outside of 
the Olympics had squash included as a medal sport. The sport is now only 
practiced by those who can afford it due to the exorbitant expense of the 
infrastructure needed to play it. 
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Industry issues

Racquet sports have numerous drawbacks, whether they are social or athletic 
in nature. Despite the opportunity and institutional will to make racquet sports 
available to as many people as possible, several obstacles still need to be 
addressed.

The following list summarizes all the issues faced by the different parties 
associated with racquet sports:

Players
 » High cost associated with the sports.
 » Finding appropriate playing partners.
 » Having access to quality coaching.
 » Easy access to the sports for newcomers. 
 » Retaining player participation rates.
 » The convenience of organizing social and competitive gameplay.
 » Limited opportunities to earn from competitive match play.
 » Finding and accessing local facilities.  

Coaches
 » Access to a limited client base.
 » The ability to maximize income potential.
 » Effectively managing coaching schedules. 
 » Proper management of client needs.

Clubs and facilities
 » High cost of building and maintaining the facility. 
 » Underutilize sports facilities resulting in loss of revenue. 
 » Lack of advertising for available venues.  

Market research
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Our reponse to the industry issues
Tennix solutions

Tennix’s effective data collection and analytics engine gathers information 
on players (profiles, regions of origin, training locations, rankings, and ratings), 
coaches (areas of operation, number of players they coach, and ratings), 
and facilities (their distribution and utilization pattern). With the use of all of 
this information, racquet sports may be developed even further through 
investment and strategy.

Tennix brings players, coaches, and sports facilities a wealth of opportunities.

Players
Issue: High cost associated with the sports.
Solution: The ‘Play-to-Earn’ ecosystem enables users to use TENX tokens to 
pay for coaching, facility bookings, and shop on Tennix Marketplace.

Issue: Finding appropriate playing partners.
Solution: Location technology allows users to connect with other players in the 
Tennix’s community. Players will be paired with suitable playing partners of a 
comparable standard with the Tennix rating system. 

Issue: Having access to quality coaching.
Solution: Users can book coaching sessions with registered, local coaches on 
the Tennix platform. 

Issue: Easy access to the sports for newcomers.
Solution: One of the ways for new non-players to become more actively 
involved in racquet sports is to meet and network with other users on the 
platform. Tennix Coaches can also offer introductory coaching sessions for 
beginners.

Issue: Retaining player participation rates.
Solution: Player retention will be achieved through several incentives. The 
social aspects allow users to make new social connections, play amongst 
friends and family and ultimately become part of a global community. The 
token reward system will incentivise players to compete in more match play.

Issue: Convenience of organizing social and competitive gameplay.
Solution: Quickly locate suitable playing partners and organize social sports or 
matchplay. Access locally available facilities and make bookings.

‘Organie-to-Earn’ will encourage and reward users for creating and hosting 
exciting social gatherings and events for other Tennix community members to 
join.

Issue: Limited opportunities to earn from competitive match play.
Solution: ‘Play-to-Earn’ allows players from all levels to earn spendable rewards 
by participating in competitive matchplay.
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Our reponse to the industry issues

Coaches
Issue: Access to a limited client base.
Solution: The coaches can advertise their services and availability on the 
Tennix platform.

Issue: The ability to maximize income potential.
Solution: In addition to coaches session fees, our ‘Coach-to-Earn’ ecosystem 
rewards coaches with TENX  tokens for delivering sessions to the Tennix 
community.

Issue: Effectively manage  coaching schedules.
Solution: Tennix provides coaches with a scheduling and calendar tool in the 
platform to manage their coaching sessions.

Issue: Proper management of client needs.
Solution: Coaches can access their clients’ training diaries to help keep 
track of players’ progress. The player training diary will also give coaches an 
understanding of what a new client has previously learned. 

Clubs and facilities
Issue: Underutilize sports facilities resulting in loss of revenue.
Solution: Clubs and facilities can advertise their availability to the Tennix 
community and maximize facility bookings where they may be otherwise 
unused.

Issue: Lack of advertising for available venues.
Solution: Tennix will act as a marketing platform for clubs and facilities.

Tennix solutions

The social features of Tennix:
Secured customizable profile - Users can provide their name, contact details, 
location, occupation, and other personal information using their own login and 
identification options.

Networking component - The Tennix community can connect and network 
with friends, family, coworkers, and others with shared interests.

Social news feed - The Tennix news feed can be customized based on 
consumers’ preferences for specific sports and other interests.

Content sharing - Share and post photos, videos, and articles amongst the 
community.

Messaging system - Send private messages, and participate in group 
conversations with new or existing friends.
Send friend requests and follow profiles.

Push notifications - Provide real-time updates.
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Tennix Marketplace
E-commerce

The e-commerce Tennix Marketplace allows members to spend their earned 
TENX tokens on a range of products and experiences. E-commerce will 
ultimately play a significant role in driving value inside the Tennix ecosystem.
The e-commerce component of Tennix will allow manufacturers of sports, 
fitness, and wellness brands to collaborate with Tennix and have a dedicated 
platform to list and advertise their products and experiences.
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Tennix membership model

Tennix will operate on a freemium model. Many of the functions of the app 
are accessible and can be downloaded for free. Users will gain access to 
additional features when they upgrade to the premium tier. Tennix coaches 
will have to purchase the premium coach membership package to access the 
premium coach features. 

Pricing and features

Free membership

$0.00

Social newsfeed

Player profile

Post content

Find players

Book facililaties

Purchase merchandise

Players

$4.99 USD/ Month

Play-to-Earn / Oragnize-to-Earn

Exclusive NFT rewards

Create/enter tournaments 

Access player journal

Attend exclusive events

$4.99 USD/ Month

Coaches

Coach-to-Earn / Organize-to-Earn

Exclusive NFT rewards

Create tournaments

Connect to player journal

Attend exclusive events

* Mobile app membership: 20% Of revenue will go into the TENX token liquidity pool
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Play-to-Earn 
Coach-to-Earn
Organise-to-Earn

Our reward systems

Users can monetize their activities on the Tennix platform using the ‘Play-
to-Earn’, ‘Coach-to-Earn’ and ‘Organise-to-Earn’ features. Users will be 
encouraged to engage in actions that provide value to the platform, creating a 
positive feedback loop. As a result, the user experience is improved, creating 
a self-sustaining ecosystem where users can gain benefits for aiding in Tennix’s 
expansion and development.

Play-to-Earn
The Play-to-Earn model has two essential components. Participating in a 
predetermined number of matches on the Tennix platform will earn users 
rewards. A player will receive a token prize once they have submitted 
a number of match results. Players can also stake tokens when entering 
competitive match play. 

Coach-to-Earn
Each time a coach uses the Tennix platform to deliver a number of sessions, 
they will be compensated in tokens. We aim to reward coaches for helping 
the Tennix community’s players progress by incentivizing them to conduct 
more sessions on our platform. We differ from conventional coaching 
responsibilities at tennis clubs or freelance positions in that this will act as a 
bonus on top of their coaching fees. 

Organize-to-Earn
Tennix will empower users to help grow the community through a number of 
different types of events. Users who bring the community together and host 
these events will be rewarded in TENX tokens. 

Social gatherings: Creating social gatherings, using racquet sports to connect 
people in a fun, sociable environment. These events can be competitive with 
registered match results on the Tennix app, or they can be for casual play 
without official matches. 

Networking events: These provide opportunities for industry professionals 
to network over sporting activities. They can be designed to rotate playing 
partners, giving opportunities to connect with others during the event.

Matchplay: Matchplays are designed to allow Tennix players to compete in 
a set number of competitive matches in order to help increase their rating or 
expose them to more Play-to-Earn opportunities. 

Tournaments: There will be various tournament formats for hosts to choose 
from. Tournaments will have an entry fee, and the winners can accumulate 
TENX token prizes. Tournaments are to be held at facilities with more available 
playing space to hold a more significant number of players. 
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Exclusive Tennix experience 

The application of the NFT strategy is one of Tennix’s most intriguing 
features. Tennix will use NFT technology for memberships, purchases, and 
accomplishments. Utilizing NFT technology will enable us to provide more 
value to our members and broaden our influence in the NFT community.

For the certificates that indicate a player’s accomplishments on the Tennix 
platform, NFT technology will be used. For instance, if a player wins a 
tournament hosted by Tennix, the certificate will be given to them as an NFT 
(via the Tennix portal) - an unchangeable record of their success.

Using TENX tokens, users can pay for tournament tickets, goods, and meet & 
greet registration. 

Users can purchase unique annual memberships. These members will have 
the choice to acquire an NFT, allowing them to transfer their membership 
(members will be able to resell or transfer membership only with the NFT). 

Tennix will airdrop a 10% annual membership to wallet owners with a certain 
number of TENX tokens. Additionally, Tennix members will have access to a 
unique selection of NFT’s they may use on the platform or market for profit on 
secondary markets.

NFT strategy
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TENX 
Token utilities

Revenue model

The Tennix platform’s utility token is called TENX. 

The following list summarizes its usage cases:

 » Book / hire facilities
 » Compete in match play 
 » Compete in Tennix tournaments
 » Host matches / tournaments 
 » Partake in coaching sessions / packages
 » Deliver coaching sessions / packages
 » Tennix achievements 
 » Purchase goods, services, and experiences from the Tennix marketplace.

Tennix revenue streams

Tennix charges a monthly subscription fee of 4.99 USD for access to premium 
features.

Tennix commissions:
 » 5% for coaching sessions
 » 5% for court rentals
 » 5% for tournament fees
 » 10% for margin on products and merchandise
 » 15% for NFT Sales
 » 2.5% for transaction costs

Selling aggregated data to external parties. Tennix will not divulge any of a 
person’s personal information. It will only distribute randomly compiled data 
to businesses and infrastructure developers in order to help targeted product 
design and development. When determining with whom to share platform 
data, Tennix will proceed with extreme caution.

In-app advertisements will be used only within the free segment of the app. 
The premium tier will have no in app advertisements.
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Tennix subscription forecasts
Revenue projections

The revenue forecasts are based on Tennix penetrating a percentage of the 
total racquet sports market across the five chosen sports.

Year 1 - 0.25%
Year 2 - 0.5%
Year 3 - 1%
Year 4 - 2%
Year 5 - 3%

The target number of app downloads will focus on paid premium members 
and the amount of revenue these users generate.

The target number of users for the first five years will be shown, along with a 
breakdown of what the user base would look like with a 20%, 50% and 80% 
conversion rate.

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

20%

50%

80%

336,000 Users
1,676,640 USD

672,000 Users
3,353,280 USD

1,344,000 Users
6,706,560 USD

2,688,000 Users
13,413,120 USD

4,032,000 Users
20,119,680 USD

840,000 Users
4,191,600 USD

1,680,000 Users
8,383,200 USD

3,360,000 Users
16,766,400 USD

6,720,000 Users
33,532,800 USD

10,080,000 Users
50,299,200 USD

1,344,000 Users
6,706,560 USD

2,688,000 Users
13,413,120 USD

5,376,000 Users
26,826,240 USD

10,752,000 Users
53,652,480 USD

16,128,000 Users
80,478,720 USD
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Platforms within the social 
sports industry

Tennix sees a few social media platforms with a sports focus as competitors. 
These apps, however, are more focused on the individual, encouraging users 
to stay active and share their successes in a group setting. 

A good example of the above is Strava. Using GPS data, the social network 
program Strava tracks the performance of runners and cyclists. Subscription 
fees, sponsored events, as well as the sale of anonymized data to 
governments and urban planners are all ways that Strava generates revenue. It 
operates on a freemium economic principle. However, as was already noted, 
Strava is intended for people who are enthusiastic about riding and running. 
These are individual sports; hence the platform only supports registering 
individual accomplishments. There is no system in place to reward members.

Stepn and Sweatcoin are two examples of initiatives that offer rewards for 
users’ physical activity. Users of these two apps are encouraged to engage in 
physical activities like running and walking. Their smart device apps will track 
their steps and reward their users.

A few apps that cater to the tennis market are available. Each has a unique 
set of distinguishing qualities. In contrast to Tennix, they do not use blockchain 
technology or NFTs and are straightforward, centralized apps. They are more 
information-focused apps than ones with a prominent social component. 

Rovo, for instance, gives you the ability to find athletes in your sport 
depending on your skill sets. You can contact them to set up a playing 
session. You can either organize a session and invite participants, form a local 
organization in your region or join one that already exists to attend meetings 
when they are planned. Each gaming session’s results and data are trackable. 
You can communicate with others by swapping badges and ratings, and you 
can stay updated on neighborhood news and events.

TennisPal is another program that, in terms of features, is comparable to 
Tennix. By specifying the area surrounding them, the app enables users to 
identify facilities, instructors to practice with, and players to compete against.

However, these platforms are either centrally run and moderated or 
community driven. They don’t use the blockchain, and neither do they reward 
players or coaches.  

Competitive landscape
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Token specifications

The TENX token’s information is provided below: 

Name - TENNIX

Symbol - TENX

Total supply - 5,000,000,000

Reflection - 5%

Liquidity fee - 5%

Marketing fee - 3%

Tokenomics

The TENX tokenomics are as follows: 

Tennix token (TENX)
Token listing: private sale - 0.01 USD 
Pre sale - 0.03 USD 
Public sale - 0.05 USD 
Launch listing price - 0.08 USD

5,000,000,000 TENX tokens total supply:
 » 3% Private A (KOL, influencers)
 » 5% Private B (strategic partners)
 » 10 % Private C (private sale)
 » 5% Public round
 » 2% Round D (IDO platforms)
 » 5% Liquidity pool (burn LP tokens)
 » 12% Team (2 years lock-up)
 » 3% Advisors
 » 20% Marketing
 » 10% Development
 » 25% Company reserve (lock-up 12 months)
 » Burning function – smart contract
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Token distribution

The company will set aside 5% of the proceeds from the sale of 
5,000,000,000 TENX tokens as a liquidity pool and set aside 3% for the 
private A (KOL, influencers) round, 5% for the private B (strategic partners) 
round, 10% for the private C (private sale) round, 5% for the public round, and 
2% for the round D (IDO platforms) round (burn LP tokens). 

With a two year lock-up, 12% of the tokens will be allocated to the core team, 
and 3% will be provided to advisors. 20% of the funds will be allocated to 
marketing, 10% for product development, and a 25% company reserve that 
will be restricted for 12 months.
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The team

Tennix’s core team consists of a unique blend of business strategists with 
entrepreneurial experience and expertise, tennis players with competitive 
experience who are acutely aware of the myriad issues that the sport at 
the grassroots level faces, blockchain experts who have been involved in 
numerous successful projects, and technology strategists with decades of 
industrial and product design experience.

Tech entrepreneur with 6 years of experience 
in the industry  partnering  with both local 

and global companies, such as ST Engineer-
ing, GovTech, A*Star  and Cisco.

Worldwide crypto market analyst and block-
chain expert with 7 years’ experience. Eric is 
the Ikon Media executive director, founder 

of Jetcoin and advisor of multiple successful 
blockchain crypto projects.

Adelynn Wong is a visual artist whose 
work is based at the intersection of art and 
visual communication. She strives to create 

impactful conceptual designs that are 
timeless, functional and artistic. 

Tennis Professional with 12 years of coaching 
experience in UK, US and Singapore. Jon 

trained as a full-time student of the Nick Bol-
lettieri Tennis Academy and has competed in 

the Division 1 US and UK collegiate systems. 

Jacob Pouncey is a Blockchain Strategist with 
10 years of experience, well versed on both 
the Tradfi and Layer-1 sides of the industry. 

Having worked at Saxo Bank and Tezos 
previously, he now leads projects at 2MR Labs 

– Southeast Asia’s first Web3 launchpad.

Derek Lim has over 30 years of working 
experience in industrial & product design 

fields. Today he is the Managing Director of 
a Dutch Design Agency and Develpment 

Powerhouse called We Are Perspective Pte 
Ltd, in Singapore. 

Olivier Burlot founded Heart Media in 1997, 
since then it now has over 16 websites and 

20 publications worldwide. Heart Media 
has rapidly progressed from a pure print 

business to digital, to high-end events, and to 
blockchain in 2017 with the launch of crypto-

affluent platform ADITUS. 

Founder

Blockchain Specialist

Creative Designer

Co-Founder

Blockchain Strategist

Technology Strategist

Media Specialist

Hafiq Khan

Eric Alexandre

Adelynn Wong

Jonathan Disley

Jacob Pouncey

Derick Lim

Olivier Burlot 
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Conclusion

Tennix is a social sports platform for racquet sports. We are committed 
to building a globally connected community of sports enthusiasts and 
empowering them to build social connections through active participation. 
We connect players, coaches, and facilities around the world and offer all 
users limitless opportunities to earn rewards through playing the sports they 
love.

The Tennix platform connects all the parties involved in racquet sports 
through social and athletic app features. Our features are appropriate for 
recreational players, competitive athletes, coaches, and sports facilities alike. 

While inspiring and motivating our community to better themselves through 
their sports and fitness journeys, we aim to make it as simple as possible to 
take advantage of the platform’s benefits. The Tennix rewards system uses 
blockchain technology to provide a number of different ways to earn TENX 
tokens, including ‘Play-to-Earn’,  ‘Coach-to-Earn’, and ‘Organize-to-Earn.’ 
The prizes can be used to purchase items and experiences from the Tennix 
marketplace as well as to support player growth through coaching sessions, 
facility rentals, and other activities.w
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Legal disclaimer

This White Paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any 
sort, and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation 
for investments in securities in any jurisdiction. The contents of this White 
Paper are not a financial promotion. Therefore, none of the contents of this 
White Paper serves as an invitation or inducement to engage in any sort of 
investment activity.

The information contained in this White Paper may be incomplete and in 
no way implies a contractual relationship. While we make every effort to 
ensure that all information in this White Paper is accurate and up to date, such 
material in no way constitutes professional advice.

Tennix does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability whatsoever arising 
from or connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency, or completeness of 
any material contained in this White Paper.

No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information 
set out in this White Paper. No such action has been or will be taken under 
the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, 
distribution or dissemination of this White Paper does not imply that the 
applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules have been complied.

To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and 
rules, Tennix and its affiliates and their respective officers, employees or agents 
will not be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, 
direct, consequential, incidental, special or indirect damages (including but not 
limited to lost profits, loss of revenue or third party loss whether foreseeable 
or otherwise, trading losses or damages that result from use or loss of use of 
the website and TENX tokens).

For the avoidance of doubt, Tennix expressly disclaims any and all 
responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind 
whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on any information 
contained in this White Paper, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such 
information, any action resulting therefrom, or usage or acquisition of products 
from Tennix.

You acknowledge and agree that you are not purchasing tokens for purposes 
of investment, speculation, as some type of arbitrage strategy, for immediate 
resale or other financial purposes.

Some of the statements in the White Paper include forward-looking 
statements which reflect Tennix’s current views with respect to execution 
roadmap, financial performance, business strategy and future plans, both with 
respect to Tennix and the sectors and industries in which it operates.

No statement in the White Paper is intended as a profit forecast and no 
statement in the White Paper should be interpreted to mean that the earnings 
of Tennix for the current or future years would be as may be implied in this 
White Paper.

Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of 
any sort or a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an 
offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This 
document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or 
regulations of any jurisdiction, which are designed to protect investors.
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Legal disclaimer

The TENX token is not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any other 
kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the Securities 
Act, the securities laws of any state of the United States or the securities laws 
of any other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a 
potential token holder is a resident.

TENX tokens cannot be used for any purposes other than as provided in this 
White Paper, including but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other 
financial purposes. TENX tokens confer no other rights in any form, including 
but not limited to any ownership, distribution (including, but not limited to, 
profit), redemption, liquidation, property (including all forms of intellectual 
property), or other financial or legal rights, other than those specifically set 
forth below. TENX tokens confer no rights in the company and do not 
represent participation in the company. TENX tokens are sold as a functional 
utility on the Tennix platform.

The user acknowledges, understands, and agrees that TENX tokens are not 
securities and are not registered with any government entity as a security, and 
shall not be considered as such.

The User acknowledges, understands, and agrees that ownership of TENX. 
token does not grant the User the right to receive profits, income, or other 
payments or returns arising from the acquisition, holding, management or 
disposal of, the exercise of, the redemption of, or the expiry of, any right, 
interest, title or benefit in the Tennix platform or any other Tennix property, 
whole or in part. TENX tokens are not official or legally binding investments of 
any kind.

Notice to residents of The United States
The sale of tokens has not been registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 
1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), or under the securities laws of certain 
states. Tokens may not be offered, sold or otherwise transferred, pledged 
or hypothecated except as permitted under the act and applicable state 
securities laws pursuant to an effective registration statement or an exemption 
therefrom.

TENX token confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to 
any ownership, distribution (including, but not limited to, profit), redemption, 
liquidation, property (including all forms of intellectual property), or other 
financial or legal rights, other than those specifically set forth below.

This English language White Paper is the primary official source of information 
about the Tennix platform and the TENX token. The information contained 
herein may from time to time be translated into other languages or used in 
the course of written or verbal communications with existing and prospective 
customers, partners etc. In the course of such translation or communication 
some of the information contained herein may be lost, corrupted, or 
misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be 
guaranteed.

In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and 
communications and this official English language White Paper, the provisions 
of this English language original document shall prevail.
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Risks and uncertainties
The Tennix platform is not fully developed and is subject to further changes, 
updates, and adjustments prior to its launch. Such changes may result in 
unexpected and unforeseen effects on its projected appeal to users, possibly 
due to the failure to meet users’ preconceived expectations based on this 
White Paper, and hence, impact its success. 

Additionally, in a down-cycle economic environment, Tennix may experience 
the negative effects of a slowdown in trading and usage of the Tennix 
platform and may delay or cancel altogether the structuring and launch of the 
anticipated Tennix future business lines.

Further, should the costs, financial or otherwise, of complying with any newly 
implemented regulations exceed a certain threshold, bearing in mind the 
fact that it is difficult to predict how or whether governments or regulatory 
authorities may implement any changes to laws and regulations affecting 
future business lines, maintaining the Tennix platform and structuring and 
launching Tennix future business lines may no longer be commercially viable, 
and the Company may opt to discontinue the development and operation of 
Tennix platform.

Tennix may not be able to pay any anticipated rewards in the future. There is 
no assurance that there will be sufficient engagement in the Tennix platform 
and that you will receive any rewards/discounts. The ability of the Company 
to pay any reward to you will depend on the future results of operations and 
the future business and financial condition of the Company.

In the case of unforeseen circumstances, the objectives stated in this 
document may be changed. Despite the fact that we intend to reach all goals 
described in this document, all parties involved in the purchase of TENX 
tokens do so at their own risk.
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